Action Items

1. **Course Substitutions for Academic Awards**  
   M. Robles  
   Postponed until December

2. **Outcomes Assessments and Curriculum Modifications**  
   J. Todd/L. Miller  
   B. Sanders (for J. Todd) spoke to recent questions posed by the Curriculum Committee on how to best show that curriculum is being modified as a result of outcomes assessment. B. Sanders reminded the committee that it requested programming that, when an author indicated a curricular change was occurring as a result of assessment, would prompt the author to select specific outcomes, in a manner similar to the interface asking authors to match objectives to assessments. B. Sanders reminded the committee there are many things that can drive curricular change that are exclusive of specific learning outcomes assessment. B. Adams noted a need for consistency in author responses, explaining how a blank field can lead to varying levels of clarity and quality. B. Sanders explained that this should be addressed through training, not system design and suggested a Curriculum Committee resolution explaining how the interface should function. B. Adams agreed to draft the resolution for the next meeting.

   B. Adams added that this topic may warrant creation of a new Standing Report from Outcomes Assessment Workgroup. B. Sanders noted that he has been working with the Outcomes Assessment Workgroup to model an outcomes assessment review process similar to the curriculum review process, and that K. Ennis may be ideally positioned to act as a liaison between Outcomes Assessment Workgroup and the Committee. She agreed. B. Adams stated she will draft a resolution for committee to review to approve the addition of an Outcomes Assessment Workgroup Standing Report to the agenda.

3. **Policies for Prerequisites/Corequisites/Advisories**  
   M. Robles  
   Postponed until December

Informational Items

1. **Equate Courses and Repetitions**  
   L. Miller  
   Postponed Indefinitely

2. **Independent Study and Work Experience Course Outlines**  
   B. Adams  
   Postponed Indefinitely

XI. NEW BUSINESS

Action Items

1. **Prerequisite/Corequisite/Advisory/Limitation on Enrollment Language Standardization**  
   L. Miller  
   No Report